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Abstract. High Pressure Torsion (HPT) is a simple and effective severe plastic deformation
method to produce ultrafine grained or even nanocrystalline microstructures. However, at a certain
applied strain no further refinement of the microstructure occurs. HPT deformation of bulk Ni at
room temperature leads to a typical saturation microstructure with a mean grain size of
approximately 200 nm. In the present work, it will be shown that additional heavy cold rolling of a
saturation microstructure does not help to overcome this limit. Furthermore, a strategy to bypass
this limitation in the grain refinement using HPT deformation is presented. The main key lies in
the reduction of grain boundary migration during the deformation. Thus bulk nanocrystalline Ni
samples with an average grain size below 30 nm can be produced.

1. INTRODUCTION

Severe plastic deformation is a well known proce-
dure for producing significant grain refinement in bulk
materials. High pressure torsion (HPT) is one of
these severe plastic deformation techniques which
allows the application of a large amount of strain in
a simple way.

In literature, a lot of reports concerning the HPT
deformation of bulk Ni and the structural evolution
during the deformation can be found [1-4]. If a high
enough amount of strain is applied, a saturation in
the refinement process occurs and a microstruc-
ture with a mean grain size of approximately 200
nm can be obtained by HPT deformation of Ni at

room temperature. Once this so-called saturation
region is reached, it is impossible to further decrease
the grain size by processing the samples to higher
strains if the HPT deformation is conducted at room
temperature [3,5,6]. Nevertheless, the deformation
temperature as well as the purity of the processed
material influence the size of the grains in the satu-
ration region [4].

If HPT is applied to Ni single crystals, a similar
saturation microstructure is reached [7,8]. The limi-
tation in the refinement becomes even more clearly
visible if HPT deformation is applied to Ni which has
an initial nanocrystalline structure with a mean grain
size of approximately 20 nm [9]. The HPT deforma-
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tion induces grain growth and the nanocrystalline
structure is transformed into an ultrafine grained
structure with a final grain size of approximately 200
nm.

Independent of the initial state of the material
before the HPT deformation, always the same satu-
ration grain size is reached in the aforementioned
examples. It apparently seems to be impossible to
overcome the limit in the structural refinement dur-
ing HPT deformation of pure bulk Ni.

Nevertheless, Ni with an average grain size less
than 10 nm has been produced by a repeated roll-
ing and folding process [10,11]. Although the ap-
plied amount of strain is similar during HPT, the
minimum grain size in Ni obtained by the repeated
rolling and folding process is more than one order of
magnitude finer than that in HPT processed Ni.

The present work is devoted to the question if a
different strain path like in the repeated rolling and
folding process leads to a different saturation grain
size. Moreover a way to further reduce the mini-
mum grain size achievable by HPT deformation is
presented.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

A detailed description of the HPT equipment used
for processing the materials present in this paper is
given in [12]. The shear strain HPT during HPT de-
formation can be calculated according to
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whereby r, n, t are the distance from the center of
the sample, the number of rotations and the thick-
ness of the sample, respectively. The von Mises
equivalent shear strain vHPT is then given by [13]
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Disk shaped Ni (99.5 %) samples with a diameter
of 30 mm and a height of 10 mm were HPT de-
formed at room temperature for 10 rotations. This
corresponds to a vHPT of 32 at a radius of 14 mm.
The pressure during the deformation was 2.8 GPa
and the rotation speed was kept constant at 0.2
rpm. The thus processed material is denoted as
initial HPT state. A part of these HPT deformed bulk
Ni samples was further treated by the following
methods.

State 1 was obtained by cold rolling of the HPT
deformed bulk Ni sample in a single standard cold
rolling mill with 83% thickness reduction after the

HPT deformation. State 2 was achieved by the same
cold rolling process of the HPT deformed bulk Ni
sample with 96% thickness reduction. To evaluate
the additional amount of strain, the von Mises equiva-
lent strain for rolling deformation, CR, was calcu-
lated by
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whereby to and tf are the thickness of the sample
before and after the cold rolling, respectively. The
calculation of the additional amount of equivalent
strain for rolling deformation gives a CR of 2.1 and
3.7 for State 1 and 2, respectively. The total strain 
for State 1 and 2 is calculated by the addition of

vHPT and CR. State 1 was deformed to a of 34.1
and State 2 to a  of 35.7 if the von Mises equivalent
shear strain vHPT of the initial HPT deformed sample
is calculated at a radius of 14 mm. If one considers
a volume element at a radius of 7 mm vHPT is 16
and the total strain  is 18.7 and 19.7 for State 1
and 2, respectively.

Furthermore, Nickel powder (99.9%, 3-7 microns
from Alfa Aesar ) which was additionally annealed
before the compaction was processed by HPT. The
precompacted samples with a diameter of 14 mm
and a thickness t of 0.8 mm were deformed by HPT
at room temperature. The pressure during deforma-
tion was 5 GPa and the rotation speed was kept
constant at 0.2 rpm.

Microstructures were characterized in a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) type LEO 1525
using back scattered electrons and in a transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) type Philips CM12.
The microtexture was investigated by electron back
scatter diffraction (EBSD) using the EBSD system
attached to the SEM. The direction of observation
is given in Fig. 1a. All microstructural investigations
in the cold rolled sheets were carried out on the
normal direction (ND)- rolling direction (RD) planes.
Vickers microhardness measurements were per-
formed on a BUEHLER Mircomet 5100 using a load
of 1000 g.

The HPT Ni powder consolidated samples have
been subjected to multi reflection X-ray line profile
analysis using synchrotron radiation available at the
Synchrotron ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy. From the crys-
tallite size distribution, which can be described by
a log-normal function, the area weighted mean crys-
tallite size <x>area was obtained [14].
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Fig. 1. (a) Definition of the direction of observation, (b) the microstructure of the bulk Ni sample HPT
deformed at room temperature to an equivalent shear strain vHPT of 32 observed in tangential direction.

Fig. 2. (a) The microstructures of the bulk Ni sample which were additionally cold rolled after HPT deforma-
tion with 83% reduction and (b) with 96% reduction. The rolling direction (RD) and normal direction (ND)
during the cold rolling is depicted in the lower right corner.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the case of HPT deformation of pure Ni, a satura-
tion in the refinement is observed between an equiva-
lent shear strain vHPT=8 and 16 [5]. The deforma-
tion condition and the applied strain were chosen
for the microstructure to be in the saturation region
for all samples. The Ni discs were deformed by HPT
at room temperature to a corresponding equivalent
shear strain vHPT of 32 at a radius of 14 mm. The
resulting saturation microstructure after the HPT
deformation in tangential direction at a radius of 14
mm is shown in Fig. 1b. The micrograph shows a
typical saturation microstructure. In tangential and
axial direction, the grains have an equiaxed shape
within the saturation region. In radial direction, an
elongation of the grains with a preferred direction of
the grains somewhat inclined in the shear direction
can be observed [5]. Grain sizes were measured by

linear intersection method in horizontal and vertical
direction. The mean grain size using this approach
in horizontal and vertical direction is 225 nm and
227 nm, respectively. It is important to notice that
the grain size cannot be decreased further by ap-
plying higher strains once the saturation region is
reached.

To examine if the application of a different strain
path can lead to a finer saturation grain size, the
inital HPT deformed Ni samples were cold rolled to
two different additive shear strains. Fig. 2a shows
the microstructure of the sample which was addi-
tionally cold rolled to an equivalent shear strain CR

of 2.1 (State 1), resulting in a total equivalent shear
strain of 34.1. Compared to the initial microstruc-
ture shown in Fig. 1b, the grains become aligned in
the rolling direction and an elongation of the grains
in the rolling direction is also clearly visible. There-
fore, the thickness of the elongated grains becomes
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somewhat smaller compared to the inital state after
HPT deformation due to the deformation. Neverthe-
less, the elongation is much less than expected
from a simple elongation due to the rolling. The mean
grain size measured by lineal intersection method
is 205 nm in normal direction and 406 nm in rolling
direction. Fig. 2b shows the microstructure of the
cold rolled sample which experienced an additional
equivalent shear strain CR of 3.7 (State 2). Although
the amount of the additional applied equivalent shear
strain CR in State 2 is nearly two times more than
in State 1, no significant difference in the micro-
structure between the two states is visible and the
observed thickness reduction does not correlate with
the applied reduction of the rolled sheets. It rather
seems that after a certain amount of cold rolling the
grain size reaches a saturation again and no further
refinement of the microstructure takes place.

Fig. 3a shows the inverse pole figure map of HPT
deformed Ni at an equivalent shear strain vHPT of 32
which was obtained in radial direction. Each color
corresponds according to the standard triangle to a
specific crystallographic orientation. The pole fig-
ure in the [111] direction of the sample shows a
torsion shear texture which is typical for HPT defor-
mation [8].

The inverse pole figure of the Ni sample which
was additionally cold rolled with 83% thickness re-
duction after the HPT deformation and the corre-
sponding pole figure in the [111] direction are shown
in Fig. 3b. Considerable differences between the tex-
ture of the HPT deformed Ni sample and the sample

Fig. 3. (a) Electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) map in the radial direction at a radius of about 6 mm
( vHPT = 32) and the corresponding pole figure in the [111] direction. The standard triangle used for the EBSD
maps is given in the lower right corner, (b) EBSD map of HPT deformed Ni which was additionally cold rolled
with 83% reduction and the corresponding pole figure in the [111] direction. The rolling direction (RD) and
normal direction (ND) during the cold rolling is depicted in the lower right corner of the micrographs.

which was additionally cold rolled can be observed.
After cold rolling, the texture is similar to one typi-
cally obtained by cold rolling of pure Ni [15,16].

Considering the aforementioned results the dif-
ferent strain path in the repeated rolling and folding
process and HPT deformation can not solely be re-
sponsible for the significant finer saturation grain
size in the rolling and folding process. In literature,
different explanations for the occurrence of the satu-
ration in the grain refinement during processing have
been proposed. Besides grain boundary sliding or
localized deformation, grain boundary migration is
proposed to be the dominant process responsible
for the limitation in the refinement by severe plastic
deformation [17]. If boundary migration limits the
refinement during severe plastic deformation, intro-
ducing second phase or nano particles during pro-
cessing should make it possible to stabilize finer
microstructure.

Therefore, HPT consolidation and deformation of
oxidized Ni powders were performed to introduce
oxides in the latter bulk compacts. These oxides
should act as barriers for boundary migration during
the deformation process. To get a sufficiently thick
oxide layer on the particle surface before the HPT
consolidation, an annealing treatment was per-
formed before the compaction. The annealing treat-
ment was carried out in air at 400 °C for 10 min-
utes. Afterwards the powder was precompacted di-
rectly in the HPT tool and subsequently deformed
at room temperature. Fig. 4a shows a bright field
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Fig. 4. (a) Bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the microstructure of the HPT consolidated
sample of oxidized Ni powder [18], (b) bright-field transmission electron micrograph of the microstructure of
the HPT deformed sample of bulk Ni. Please note the difference in magnification.

TEM image of the resulting saturation microstruc-
ture of the HPT consolidated sample of oxidized Ni
powder [18]. Compared to the bright field TEM im-
age of the saturation microstructure of the HPT bulk
Ni sample shown in Fig. 4b, a significant smaller
grain size can be seen. Indeed, a nanocrystalline
structure is revealed. XRD measurements confirmed
a two phase structure consisting of Ni and a small
quantity of NiO in the HPT consolidated sample of
oxidized Ni powder. Fig. 5a shows the XRD pattern
of the HPT consolidated sample of oxidized Nickel

powder. In Fig. 5b the size distributions of the co-
herently scattering domains of the Ni and NiO phase
are shown. From the size distribution, the area
weighted mean crystallite size <x>area can be deter-
mined. The values for <x>area are 31 nm and 9 nm
for the Ni and NiO phase, respectively. The grain
size distribution measured using several TEM im-
ages gives a mean grain size of 29.8 nm with a
standard deviation of 20.6 nm, whereas NiO par-
ticles cannot be distinguished from Ni matrix grains
[18].

Fig. 5. (a) XRD pattern of HPT consolidated sample of oxidized Ni powder, (b) size distribution of the
coherently scattering domains as determined by multiple X-ray Bragg profile analysis.
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The differences, or comparing the initial HPT state
and the cold rolled states, the similarities in the
saturation microstructures are also reflected in the
hardness values. Fig. 6a shows the evolution of the
measured hardness values as a function of the ap-
plied equivalent shear strain in the HPT deformed
bulk Ni and for the cold rolled samples. HPT defor-
mation of bulk Ni leads to a hardness increase from
0.6 GPa in the undeformed state up to a hardness
of 2.8 GPa in the saturation region. Additional cold
rolling does not cause a significant further increase
in the hardness. For the sample which was addi-
tionally cold rolled to an equivalent shear strain CR

of 2.1 (State 1), a hardness of 2.8 GPa was ob-
tained. A hardness of 2.9 GPa was measured for
the sample which was additionally cold rolled to an

CR of 3.7. Fig. 6b shows the evolution of the hard-
ness as a function of the applied equivalent shear
strain for the HPT consolidated samples of oxidized
Ni powder. The HPT consolidated sample of oxi-
dized Ni powder exhibits the highest hardness val-
ues (6.8 GPa) in the saturation region which is nearly
2.5 times the hardness of the HPT bulk Ni samples.

These results emphasize the importance of the
introduced oxides on the refinement of the micro-
structure. Besides the effect on the refinement and
the hardness, the thermal stability of the microstruc-
ture could also be clearly improved as shown in [18].
The same mechanism which impedes grain bound-
ary migration during the deformation is also respon-
sible for the improved thermal stability.

Fig. 6. (a) Microhardness of bulk HPT deformed Ni at room temperature as a function of the applied
equivalent shear strain. The microhardness values of the Ni samples which were additionally cold rolled to
two different strains are also shown. (b) Microhardness of HPT consolidated oxidized Ni powder sample as
a function of the applied equivalent shear strain.

4. CONCLUSION

It could be shown that the large difference in the
minimum size of the saturation microstructure after
the different severe plastic deformation processes
results not solely from the different applied strain
paths. The dominant process which limits the grain
refinement is the occurrence of grain boundary mi-
gration during severe plastic deformation. Therefore,
to stabilize finer microstructures the movement of
the grain boundaries must be hindered. In this work,
it was possible to synthesize nanocrystalline bulk
Ni using HPT deformation due to the pinning effect
caused by the introduction of small oxide particles.
These Ni oxide particles do not only lower the mini-
mum achievable grain size, they also strengthen
the matrix effectively and an excellent thermal struc-
tural stability is reached.
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